We introduce the notion of a task for in nitely many processors and investigate necessary and su cient conditions for such a task to be wait{free solvable. A protocol that solves such a task must be uniform: Processors must produce a valid output even when there is no upper bound on the cardinality of the participating set. We extend the Asynchronous Computability Theorem of Herlihy and Shavit to uniform protocols. This entails a completely di erent approach to deal with complexes of in nite dimensions. Our characterization directly implies that the Immediate Snapshot task admits a uniform protocol. We match this result by providing a particular uniform protocol for Immediate Snapshot, and consequently for Renaming. We also describe a speci c task that is not uniformly solvable although every subtask for nitely many processors is solvable.
Introduction
In a way, compressing more into a unit of time is extending life. Hence, it is not surprising that \fast" has been a human quest from time immemorial. As a distributed-programming concept, the notion of a fast protocol was introduced by Lamport Lam87] . He proposed a safe and live Mutual Exclusion algorithm that in the absence of contention allows a processor to obtain a hold on a unique resource, in a constant number of steps. The fast-lane in the road of distributed computing opened.
Since then, much research has been directed to this quest, in generalizing the notion and nding instances of fast protocols, whether long lived, or single shot AF98, CS93, BGHM95, MA94, Moi98, MA95, ADT95]. A particular generalization of fast to contention{sensitive, by which one means that the number of steps is proportional to the contention encountered, rather than the size of the system, has been the most promising. A break-through in this direction was the introduction of \network of splitters" by Anderson and Moir MA95] . As later realized AF98], this construction provides a contention sensitive implementation of \read the whole memory" (Collect) operation. It thus frees us from specifying the cardinality of the system in our programming notation. Consequently, it paves the way to attack the problem in its whole generality, rather than instance by instance. This is what this paper is doing for the case of single-shot tasks.
Consider a system with a set P 1 of countably in nite number of processors. Each processor has its own ID. For simplicity we name the processors as processor 0, processor 1, etc, and denote the set of processors f0; :::; ng by P n . We de ne a task for P 1 as a sequence of tasks T 0 ; T 1 ; : : : , where T i = (I i ; O i ; i ) is a task for P i such that task T i?1 is the restriction of task T i for processors We say that an in nite task is solvable if and only if each T i ; i = 0; 1; ::: is solvable. The interesting question is whether solvability has a compactness property|solvability of each nite T i implies solvability of task T 1 . In other words, given that each T i is solvable when the participating processors know i, is there a way for processors to choose a correct output when they know in advance no upper bound of the maximum ID of participating processors. Since such an algorithm makes no reference to i, the size of the system, we are assured we are not producing a distinct algorithm for every system size. In the context of distributed computing we chose to call the latter notion uniform solvability and the former notion non-uniform solvability. This notion of uniformity is unrelated to the notion of uniform computational complexity, although it parallels it.
The de nition of uniform protocols formalizes the notion of contention is a very simple way. In general, the step complexity of a uniform algorithm may be a function of the IDs of the processors that do participate. There is not escaping it. One can devise a task in which processors with higher and higher IDs, require more and more steps. Yet, for a symmetric in nite task such as Renaming, we can ask whether a stronger version of uniformity is possible: the step complexity of a nite set of processors depends only on the cardinality of the set, not on the speci c processor IDs. We call the former ID-independent uniform protocol, and the latter ID-dependent uniform protocol.
In our terminology, in the single-shot case, most research e ort was directed at producing an IDindependent uniform solution to the Renaming problem. While solutions to a relaxed version of the problem were obtained AF98], a solution to the exact Renaming problem has eluded researchers. It was only when the realization that as a by-product, researchers produced an ID-independent uniform solution to the Collect problem MA95, AF98] , that a solution to the exact Renaming problem became apparent: The composition of the original solution to the Renaming problem ABND + 90] and the solution to the Collect problem, produces the desired protocol. This protocol has exponential step complexity, leaving open the question of whether a polynomial step protocol exists.
Yet another interesting, and in our view more important, problem is the Immediate Snapshot one. In fact, the paper in BG93] provides a polynomial transformation from Immediate Snapshot to Renaming. Providing an ID-independent uniform solution to the Immediate Snapshot problem will immediately result in a uniform solution for Renaming. This paper contains three results. Our main result (Section 2) is a necessary and su cient condition for an in nite task to have a wait-free uniform solution. Our condition is a generalization of the Herlihy-Shavit result HS93, HS94]. However, our proof is entirely di erent; it is based on an extension of the convergence algorithm BG97]. The proof of the Herlihy-Shavit characterization does not apply to tasks for in nite processors. In fact, our proof amounts to solving the Simplex Agreement problem for in nite topological complexes. It therefore extends the Simplicial Approximation Theorem Mun84] to such complexes. Such an extension even for non-chromatic complexes is not easy (cf. Mun84], pages 89-97).
A consequence of our characterization is that the Immediate Snapshot task has a uniform solution. In fact, the proof of our main theorem shows that there is an ID-independent uniform solution. Our second result (Section 3) is an explicit ID-independent uniform protocol for the Proof of Theorem 1, necessary condition. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is a task T 1 that is uniformly solvable, but it fails to satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Let i be the minimum integer such that the conditions of the theorem cannot be satis ed. Because T 1 is solvable, T i is also solvable. The Herlihy-Shavit theorem guarantees the existence of i (I i ) and i that satisfy the rst condition of the theorem. It is easy to see that the restrictions of i (I i ) and i to processors 0; : : : ; i satisfy all conditions of the theorem, contradicting the assumption that i is minimum.
To prove the su ciency of the conditions, we need to generalize the Chromatic Simplicial Approximation Theorem of HS94] . To see what is needed, consider what happens in the execution of a uniform protocol. If the participating set of processors is in nite, there is nothing to do, since the processors are not required to return an output. So, we can always assume that the participating set is nite. The di culty lies in that a processor doesn't know what the participating set is going to be and consequently is unable to determine which task T i to \solve". This is the crucial di erence between the case of tasks for in nitely many processors and the case of tasks for a xed number of processors. However, in both cases, the processors can simply solve a simplex agreement task. The solution to simplex agreement tasks in HS94, BG97] is based on the Chromatic Simplicial Approximation Theorem. Informally, it shows that any subdivision A of a n-simplex can be \approximated" by N A iterated immediate snapshots, for some su ciently large integer N A . For our purpose, the number n+1 of processors is in nite, so we need to approximate a subdivision of an in nite simplex. But in this case the number N A need not be bounded. However, the uniformity condition requires that there is a chromatic simplicial approximation of the in nite simplex such that its restriction to a nite face B is a valid approximation (i.e., N B is nite).
That is, we need a chromatic version of the in nite Simplicial Approximation Theorem Mun84]. Unfortunately, the proofs in HS94, BG97] do not have this property (they produce approximations with N B = N A ). We don't see any easy way to transform the proof of the in nite Simplicial Approximation Theorem to chromatic complexes. Also, we don't see how to extend the proof in HS94] to in nite complexes. Instead, we give a solution to In nite Simplex Agreement tasks which is an extension of the convergence algorithm in BG97].
An In nite Simplex Agreement task A 1 = (I 1 ; O 1 ; 1 ) is an inputless task and the set of participating processors must output a simplex of the appropriate carrier of a chromatically subdivided simplex. More precisely, the input complex I i is a single i-simplex S i , the output complex O i is a chromatic subdivision i (S i ), and the input-output relation determines that a participating set with input S m must return an m-simplex of i (S m ). It is su cient to consider a single input (inputless) simplex agreement task. In fact, there is an easy transformation from a ( nite or in nite) task with each processor having countably many inputs, to an equivalent inputless in nite task.
We show that for any In nite Simplex Agreement task A 1 there is a uniform protocol that solves it. Our proof is constructive; we give a speci c protocol that solves the task. It uses the algorithm in BG97] as a subroutine (which we call Converge). Our protocol is simple: A processor takes a snapshot, sees a participating set, and converges to a node in the appropriate face. It then posts this node and takes a snapshot again. If no new processor appeared, it halts. Otherwise, it converges in the larger face. The crux of the algorithm is to attempt to converge on the larger face in the link of the nodes output by processors that may have converged on a smaller face.
The algorithm in BG97] solves the following task: We are given a set of processors P n , a chromatic subdivided simplex (S n ), and a simplex s; s 2 (S n ). Each processor p i 2 P 0 P n , where P 0 is the participating set, is given a sub-simplex s i 2 s.
For processor p i the output is a vertex v 2 (S n ) such that:
2. \ p j 2P 0 s j fv j 1 ; :::; v j jP 0 j g 2 (S n ).
We invoke this subroutine with parameters (p i : processor id; s i : simplex; s : a simplex in S). The latter signi es the face of A 1 the convergence takes place on.
Our protocol uses two global arrays: ConvergenceNode and CoreSet. An entry ConvergenceNode p] k], where p is a processor and k is a positive integer is written only by processor p; it keeps the vertex to which processor p converged when it sees exactly k participating processors. An entry CoreSet p] k] of the second array, is similarly maintained by processor p; it contains a simplex of A 1 and its meaning is that processor p is attempting to converge to the linking sphere of Proof. The rst and third properties are just a restatement of the properties assumed of the convergence algorithm Converge, given that the second property is true. The second property follows by an easy on the rst three properties. The last property follows also by induction and the properties of CoreSet. The 
Immediate Snapshot from Snapshot
The immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that the in nite task of one-shot Immediate Snapshot has an ID-independent uniform protocol; each Immediate Snapshot task on P n+1 constitutes a subdivided simplex extending P n . A non-uniform solution to the problem has been presented in BG93] .
The convergence algorithm has a \geometrical" interpretation. To apply the convergence algorithm to a complex, one has to x and specify an embedding of the complex in a generalized Euclidean space (of in nite dimension). We give here a combinatorial rather than geometric algorithm.
Intuition and motivation Preliminaries: The Immediate Snapshot Task and its protocol
To make the paper self contained we reproduce the de nition of the Immediate Snapshot Task and its solution.
Each p i 2 P has to wait-free return Q i P 0 P, where P 0 is the set of participating processors, with the following properties:
1. p i 2 Q i P 0 , 2. 8 j; (Q j Q i ) _ (Q i Q j ), and 3. 8 j; if j 2 Q i then Q j Q i .
Consider the task for the set of processors P n . In the protocol, each processor goes though n+1 levels. At each level, the processor places a token. It starts at level n + 1 and proceeds down the levels, one level at a time. At each level l, the processor checks how many tokens were placed at that level. If the number is l it halts and returns the set of IDs of all tokens at level l; otherwise, it proceeds to place a token at level l ? 1.
Processor p i solves the problem by calling IS(p i ; n + 1). We observe that the only place in the proof of Theorem 1 in which geometry enters is in converging on a given face F. The immediate snapshot algorithm above does almost all that is needed. What it does not deal with is the requirement on processors to return values consistent with the values returned by processors that may have already converged. In geometric terms, the simplex on which the processors converge on face F may be unrelated to nodes that have been xed in previous snapshot sizes. This suggests a generalized problem Pn :
We have the set of processors P n , and some arbitrary solution S to the one-shot Immediate Snapshot task on P n . The set S consists of n + 1 tuples of (processor ? id; snapshot ? for ? processor ? id), such that the tuples satisfy the immediate snapshot conditions. Each processor p i 2 P n is given a (possibly empty) subset S i S. In a wait-free manner p i is to obtain an immediate snapshot consistent with the snapshots in \ p j 2Pn S j and the snapshots that may be returned by other processors. Plugging a solution to this problem in place of the Converge in the proof of Theorem 1, results in the desired algorithm.
Deriving the Order L(Z S i )
To solve this problem we build on the technique in Gaf98]. In our solution to Pn , the way p i is going to stay consistent with \ p j 2Pn S j is by placing tokens not only carrying its own ID, but also placing tokens interpreted to be on behalf of other processors. The order of processors on behalf of which it places tokens plays a crucial role. The set S i implies a partial order on processors according to the size of the snapshot that they may return. If S i implies that p j will have a snapshot of size less than p m , then p i will place tokens on behalf of p j before placing a token on behalf of p m . Thus p i needs to order P n according to S i .
To obtain this order, p i views S i as a partial order Z S i on P n . For each tuple (p r ; Q r ) 2 S i , there is a greater equal relation in Z S i from p r to each processor in Q r , and a strictly less relation from p r to any processor in P n ? Q r . The properties of immediate snapshots guarantees that Z S i is consisted. Processor p i arbitrarily linearizes Z S i to obtain L(Z S i ).
Shepherding Tokens Down the Levels
We now describe how processor p i places tokens on behalf of other processors. We call processor p i shepherd and a processor on whose behalf the token is placed sheep. Processor p i shepherds tokens starting with the sheep that is at the bottom of L(Z S i ) and going up one processor at a time. When it starts shepherding (a token on behalf of) a sheep, it continues until no more tokens can be placed, which happens when the shepherd reaches a level with value equal to the number of distinct sheep tokens. When it has shepherded itself it terminates.
Coordination of Shepherds and Sheep
The nal complication to tackle is the coordination between shepherd and sheep. To understand the complication, consider, for example, p i shepherding a sheep p j down to level l. Suppose it sees d distinct sheep where d < l. Shepherd p i is then ready to place a token on behalf of p j at level l ? 1. In the meantime, level l lls up, and this is observed by shepherd p j , which has just arrived at level l, shepherding itself. Processor p j will then return a snapshot of size l. However, shepherd p i places sheep p j at level l ? 1, leading to a state that can result in inconsistent snapshots.
We resolve this by a solution to the following stop=go abstract problem. Let Stable be a stable predicate, observable by all processors, which autonomously may change from false to true. Once true, it stays true forever. Let p l be a distinguished processor in P n , and let processors observe Stable and output stop or go. We want a wait{free algorithm that satis es the following conditions:
1 A sequence read-write-read su ces to solve the problem. However, we prefer to solve the problem in 4 operations using colors. This exposes the connection between the solution and the formal code:
code for p i :: for-all C j ; j = 0; ::; n do if C j = red then return go od ; return stop od;
The proof of correctness of this protocol is straightforward. In our solution, the Stable property is that level l has been lled. Since the above protocol solves the problem for autonomous change of the predicate, it de nitely solves it if the change is in anyway under the control of the processors.
We are now ready for the formal speci cation of our protocol (Appendix A). The body of the algorithm is almost a verbatim repetition of the code in the proof of Theorem 1. The heart of the algorithm is the procedure IS that we substitute for Converge. The correctness follows easily from the fact that tokens corresponding to a snapshot that has been returned previously will be shepherded rst by all, and consequently, will be returned by all.
Step Complexity
The complexity of the algorithm can be deduced as follows. In the worst case, a processor may complete a whole procedure IS before everybody fails to converge. For IS of size snapsize, a processor may take at most snapsize 2 snapshots. In the implementation however there is really no need for snapshots except when a processor determines snapsize. Consequently, the complexity of each IS is O(snapsize 
A non-uniform task
In this section we give an inputless in nite task Q 1 which is not solvable although each Q i is solvable. We rst give an informal description of the main idea. We create a task such that processors 0 and 1 will not be able to determine which task Q i to solve. Speci cally, when the participating set consists of only processors 0 and 1, the output is a path P with a loop L. But when the participating set consists of processors 0, 1, and i, processors 0 and 1 must agree on a path that goes f(i) times around the loop L. If f(i) is unbounded, the task is solvable only if processors 0 and 1 know i. This implies that the task is not uniformly solvable.
We now describe the properties of tasks Q i , i = 0; 1; : : : . 1. The task Q i is wait{free solvable; Q i is the image i ( (S)) of a subdivided simplex (S).
2. When the participating set i the singleton fjgc, processor j must return a speci c vertex a j .
3. When the participating set consists of processors 0 and 1, they must return one of the simplices 5. Finally, Q i is consisted with Q i?1 , i.e., Q i?1 Q i and when the participating set is P i?1 , the output is Q i?1 .
The hard part in our construction is to satisfy properties 1, 4 and 5. We now describe a speci c task Q 1 that satis es all the properties. We rst describe the face F i . We start with an appropriately subdivided simplex B i and we identify certain parts of it to create F i , thus in e ect providing the simplicial map i : B i 7 ! F i . The subdivided simplex B i contains m = 4(2l i +1)3 i vertices on the f0; 1g carrier, for some integer l i > 0. , for all j = 0; : : : ; l i . The subdivisions C j of B i inside the edges R j?1 and R j for j = 1; : : : ; l i are isomorphic, i.e., independent of j.
We can now describe what parts of B i we identify to obtain F i . We choose the subdivision of B i ne enough so the identi cation process collapses no simplices (e.g., no two adjacent vertices are mapped to the same vertex). To obtain F i we rst identify all edges R j and all triangles C j . The resulting complex is a subdivided 2-simplex (everything except the triangles C j ) with a cone attached (each triangle C j becomes this cone). Furthermore, we identify the nodes b j 1 for all j and similarly for b j 2 ; c j 1 ; c j 2 .
The resulting image of the f0; 1g carrier of B i is the complex shown in Figure 1 . By construction, the boundary of the cone, i.e., the part of the f0; 1g carrier of every triangle C j is a contractible loop. This loop is wrapped 2 3 i times around and therefore the loop 2 3 i is contractible in agreement with one (generating) relation ( 2 3 j = 1) of the fundamental group G. Also, the boundary of the 2-simplex that remains if we remove this cone from F i , i.e., the image of a i ; a 0 ; b ; : : : ; a 1 is a contractible loop that corresponds to the word i 3 i of the fundamental group; this provides the other (generating) relation of group G. It is not hard to verify that indeed the fundamental group of F i is G; all contractible loops of F i are compositions of these two loops (our construction resembles very much the standard construction of surfaces with given fundamental group in textbooks Rot88, pp. 178-9]).
We now show how to extend the construction of F i to Q i . Start with an appropriately subdivided i-dimensional simplex i (S) where the f0; 1g carrier contains 4 3 i+1 vertices. Using l j = (3 i?j+1 ? 1)=2, construct F j for all j = 2; : : : ; i. Notice that all these constructions (identi cation of vertices) are consistent: the only interaction between di erent B j 's is through the f0; 1g carrier which is mapped to the same complex of Figure 1 independently of j. It should be obvious that there is a subdivided simplex i (S) that has appropriate faces B j , that can be mapped to F j , for all j = 2; : : : ; i. It is also not di cult to see that this subdivision can be chromatic.
A crucial property of the construction is that F j , for any j i, does not depend on i. Thus, Q i when restricted to processors 0; : : : ; i ? 1 is isomorphic to Q i?1 (property 5).
We now show that if Q i satis es properties 1{5, it cannot be uniformly solvable. By our main theorem (Theorem 1), it su ces to show that any protocol that solves Q i wraps the input f0; 1g carrier at least 3 i times around loop .
Lemma 3 Let (S) be a subdivided simplex and let : (S) 7 ! Q i be a simplicial map as in the Herlihy-Shavit theorem, i.e., such that (X) i (X). Then, wraps the f0; 1g carrier at least 3 i times around loop .
Proof. It su ces to consider the case where the participating set consists of processors 0, 1, and i. By construction, the output complex is F i with fundamental group G( ; i ; i 3 i = 1; 2 3 i = 1).
By de nition, the map : (carrier(f0; 1; ig)) 7 ! F i maps the boundary of the f0; 1; ig carrier to a contractible loop i x = 1, for some x. It is easy to verify that the solutions to this equation in group G are x = (2t + 1) 3 i , for any (not necessarily positive) integer t. Thus, the f0; 1g carrier is wrapped around loop at least 3 i times. 
